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Three semi-rational approaches, combinatorial site-
saturation mutagenesis (CSSM) using a reduced amino
acid set and two libraries based on Corbit and CRAM
computational design algorithms targeting up to 10
active site residues, were used to engineer cytochrome
P450 BM3 to demethylate dimethyl ether and hydroxyl-
ate propane and ethane. These small libraries (343–
1028 variants) were all enriched with respect to the
fraction functional and maximal activities compared
with a random mutagenesis library and individual site-
saturation libraries targeting the same residues. Despite
high average amino acid substitution levels of 2.6, 5 and
7.5, the CSSM, Corbit and CRAM libraries had at least
75% of library members properly folded. Propane- and
ethane-hydroxylating P450 BM3 variants were identified
using all three mutagenesis approaches, with as few as
two amino acid substitutions. The library designed using
the CRAM algorithm, which sought to reduce the size
of the binding pocket, produced both a higher number
of active variants and variants supporting the greatest
number of catalytic turnovers. The most active variant
E32 supports 16 800 propane turnovers at 36% coup-
ling, which rivals the activity of variants obtained after
10–12 rounds of directed evolution using random and
site-saturation mutagenesis. None of the variants in this
study achieved the complete re-specialization for
propane hydroxylation (including 93% coupling) previ-
ously obtained via multiple rounds of mutagenesis and
screening. However, these semi-rational approaches
allowed for large jumps in sequence space to variants
with the desired functions.
Keywords: alkane hydroxylation/C–H activation/directed
evolution/P450 enzymes/semi-rational library design

Introduction

Cytochrome P450s (P450s) are a superfamily of
heme-thiolate monooxygenases involved in the biosynthesis
of secondary metabolites, degradation of carbon sources and
detoxification of xenobiotics (de Montellano, 1986). Using
molecular oxygen and electrons from a nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD(P)H) cofactor, these enzymes catalyze a
variety of oxidative transformations on a wide array of sub-
strates that range from small hydrocarbons to complex ter-
penes (Morant et al., 2003; Isin and Guengerich, 2007; de
Montellano, 2010). The breadth of chemical reactivity and
substrate range of P450s has generated interest in their use as
biocatalysts for industrial synthesis, generation of metabolites
for toxicology studies and bioremediation. CYP102A1 (P450
BM3) isolated from Bacillus megaterium is one of the most
promising P450s for utilization in biotechnology applications
as it is soluble, readily over-expressed in industrial hosts and
catalytically self-sufficient with its hydroxylase and diflavin
reductase domains fused in a single polypeptide chain
(Chefson and Auclair, 2006; Urlacher and Eiben, 2006). Over
the last decade, protein engineering efforts aimed at expand-
ing P450 BM3’s substrate range beyond its preferred sub-
strates of C12–C18 fatty acids have produced variants with
increased activity for hydroxylation of small alkanes, regio-
selective hydroxylation of indoles, arenes and polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons, and selective demethylation of
permethylated monosaccharides, among other activities (Ost
et al., 2000; Li et al., 2001; Meinhold et al., 2006; Fasan
et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2009).

In a few instances, engineered variants have been used as
practical catalysts for preparative scale synthesis (Lewis
et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011). However, most evolved var-
iants exhibit low total turnover numbers (TTN) and poor
coupling between cofactor consumption and product forma-
tion, typically 5–30%, which hampers their utility as bioca-
talysts. Low coupling efficiency reflects a poor fit between
substrate and the enzyme active site, which disrupts the
usually tightly regulated electron transfer and protonation
reactions of the P450 catalytic cycle. Complete
re-specialization of P450 BM3 to yield a variant with
wild-type-like affinity and coupling for a novel substrate has
only been demonstrated for propane (Fasan et al., 2008). The
resulting variant, P450PMO, acquired 22 mutations from 15
rounds of directed evolution. The differences in molecular
size and chemical functionality between propane and the
P450 BM3-preferred fatty acid substrates certainly contribu-
ted to the extensive mutagenesis and screening effort
required to produce P450PMO. However, the lack of compar-
able results for other non-natural substrates suggests that al-
though identification of P450 BM3 variants with modified
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substrate specificity at modest activity levels can be achieved
readily with a small number of mutations, producing variants
that can be used as practical catalysts may require many
rounds of labor-intensive mutagenesis and screening.

To reduce screening effort during directed evolution, a
number of semi-rational ‘library design’ approaches such as
SCOPE (O’Maille et al., 2002), combinatorial site-saturation
mutagenesis (CSSM) (Widersten et al., 2000; Geddie and
Matsumura, 2004) and others (Damborsky and Brezovsky,
2009; Lassila, 2010) have been described with the aim of gen-
erating smaller and/or functionally enriched libraries. These
approaches rely on structural and sequence information to
design libraries with mutations targeted to specific regions
such as the enzyme active site. Such methods may be particu-
larly useful for the engineering of P450s, as many of the resi-
dues involved in substrate recognition do not participate
directly in catalysis (Pylypenko and Schlichting, 2004). In this
study, we sought to determine the extent of re-specialization of
function that could be obtained through semi-rational muta-
genesis and compare the functional richness of libraries gener-
ated by these approaches to error-prone polymerase chain
reaction (EP-PCR) libraries and site-saturation mutagenesis
(SSM) libraries. We applied three semi-rational mutagenesis
approaches, CSSM and two structure-based computational
library design algorithms, Corbit (Treynor et al., 2007) and
CRAM, to engineer P450 BM3 for propane hydroxylation, an
activity not exhibited by the wild-type enzyme. Efficient
P450-catalyzed small alkane hydroxylation could enable
gas-to-liquid conversion under mild conditions. Our previous
effort to evolve P450 BM3 to accept propane as its preferred
substrate relied solely on random mutagenesis with EP-PCR
and SSM, in conjunction with high-throughput screening
(Fasan et al., 2008). That earlier study showed that a step-wise
path of accumulating mutations over multiple rounds of evolu-
tion existed for re-specialization of P450 BM3 for activity on
dimethyl ether (DME), propane and ethane. Here, we deter-
mined that a considerable degree of specialization can be
obtained through semi-rational library design, circumventing
several generations of step-wise evolution.

Materials and methods

Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis,
USA). Enzymes for DNA manipulation were obtained from
New England Biolabs (Ipswich, USA), Roche (Indianapolis,
USA) and Finnzymes (Woburn, USA). NADPþ and NADPH
were purchased from Codexis, Inc. (Redwood City, USA)
and recombinant isocitrate dehydrogenase was purchased
from OYC, Inc. (Azusawa Japan). Alcohol oxidase and
horseradish peroxidase were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
For cloning and expression of P450 BM3 variants, the bac-
terial strain Escherichia coli DH5a was used along with the
plasmid pCWori as reported previously (Peters et al., 2003).
Oligonucleotides were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad,
USA) and Integrated DNA Technology (Coralville, USA).
Sequencing reactions were carried out by Laragen (Culver
City, USA).

Expression and purification of P450 BM3 variants
Escherichia coli DH5a cells transformed with plasmids con-
taining P450 BM3 variants were cultivated in TB medium

supplemented with 100 mg/ml of ampicillin. The cultures
were grown at 378C to an optical density of 1–1.5 at 600 nm
and cooled to 258C before protein expression was induced by
the addition of IPTG (1 mM) and d-aminolevulinic acid
hydrochloride (0.5 mM). Following 16–20 h of expression,
the cells were harvested by centrifugation and stored at
2208C. An established single-step purification was used for
all variants (Schwaneberg et al., 1999). Cell pellets were
resuspended in 25 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0) and lysed by son-
ication. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation for
30 min at 20 000 g, and the crude cell extraction was loaded
on a pre-equilibrated Toyopearlw Super Q-650 M column for
ion exchange chromatography. After washing with five
column volumes of both 25 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0) and
25 mM Tris–HCl with 0.15 M NaCl, the protein was eluted
with 25 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0) with 0.34 M NaCl. The
purified protein solution was buffer exchanged with potas-
sium phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 8.0) and stored at
2808C. The P450 enzyme concentrations were quantified by
CO-binding difference spectra as described in Omura and
Sato (1964), using 91/mM/cm as the extinction coefficient.

Cloning and mutagenesis library construction
Mutagenesis libraries were constructed of the heme domain
of P450 BM3 (aa1-433) using primers listed in
Supplementary Table SI. All library constructs were rein-
serted into pCWori through the flanking restriction sites
BamHI and EcoRI. A random mutagenesis library of the
P450 BM3 heme domain was created by EP-PCR (Cadwell
and Joyce, 1994) using 150 mM Mn2þ to induce mutations
with Taq DNA polymerase and primers BamHI-fwd and
SacI-rev. An average error rate of 2.1 amino acids/protein
was determined by sequencing 10 randomly selected clones.
SSM libraries were constructed at selected residues using
overlap extension PCR (Kunkel et al., 1987) with comple-
mentary sense and antisense primers bearing the NNK
triplet. This method was similarly used to construct the tar-
geted mutagenesis libraries designed by the CSSM, Corbit

and CRAM algorithms with mutagenic primers containing
degenerate codons and mixtures of such primers. For
example, a mixture of three primers containing codons: GYN
(encodes A and V), WTS (encodes L, I, M and F) and TGG
(encodes W) at a ratio of 2 : 4 : 1 was used to achieve the
desired set of allowed amino acid substitutions (L, I, F, V, A,
M and W) of the CSSM libraries. Likewise, for the construc-
tion of CRAM and Corbit libraries, primers with codon
degeneracies listed in Supplementary Table SIII were used to
generate the desired amino acid substitutions.

Library designs
See supporting information for library design details.

High-throughput screening
Single colonies grown on LB-agar plates supplemented with
100 mg/ml of ampicillin were picked to inoculate 300 ml of
LB pre-culture grown in 1-ml 96-well plates. After 16–20 h
of incubation at 378C, 250 rpm and 80% relative humidity,
50 ml of the pre-culture was used to inoculate expression cul-
tures of 650 ml TB grown in 2-ml 96-well plates. After 5 h
growth at 378C, protein expression was induced with the add-
ition of IPTG and d-aminolevulinic acid hydrochloride at
final concentrations of 0.5 and 0.25 mM, respectively. The
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cultures were then cooled to 258C for the duration of protein
expression, 20–24 h. The cells were pelleted and stored at
2208C until lysis, which was completed by resuspending the
pellets in 350 ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) with
0.5 mg/ml lysozyme, 2 unit/ml DNaseI and 10 mM MgCl2
and incubated at 378C for 60 min. Crude cell extracts
obtained after centrifugation were transferred to microtiter
plates to be used for all screening assays.

P450 folding and concentration were determined using a
CO-binding difference spectroscopy assay developed for
96-well microtiter plates (Otey and Joern, 2003).
Colorimetric quantification of the P450 demethylation of
DME was conducted with Purpaldw to detect the resulting
aldehydes (Peters et al., 2003). In a 96-well microtiter plate,
120 ml of 0.1 M, pH 8.0 potassium phosphate buffer pre-
saturated with DME was added to 30 ml of cell lysate, and
the reaction was initiated with the addition of 50 ml of 4 mM
NADPH. After 15–30 min, 50 ml of 168 mM Purpaldw in
2 M NaOH was added to quench the reaction and produce
the purple adduct. The reaction yield was quantified by ab-
sorbance at 550 nm after an additional 15 min.

Alkane hydroxylation reactions
P450 ethane and propane hydroxylation reactions were per-
formed in a pressurizable 96-well reactor (Accelrys, USA).
Reactions with 0.5 ml total volume typically contained 20–
40 ml of filtered (2 mm) crude cell extract or purified protein
at concentrations of 50–200 nM, along with an NADPH re-
generation system consisting of 20 mM DL-isocitric acid tri-
sodium salt, 400 mM NADPþ and 0.5 U/ml isocitrate
dehydrogenase in alkane saturated 0.1 M potassium phos-
phate buffer. The reactor headspace was pressurized to 30 psi
with alkane and the reactions were stirred at least 20 h at
48C. The reactions were quenched with the addition of 15 ml
of 5 M HCl and neutralized with 75 ml of 1 M potassium
phosphate buffer, pH 8.0. After the removal of precipitated
cell debris and denatured protein by centrifugation, 1-penta-
nol was added to the reaction mixture as an internal standard
and alcohol yield was determined by gas chromatography
with a flame ionization detector.

Gas chromatography analysis
Analysis for hydroxylation products of P450 reactions with
small alkanes was performed on a Hewlett Packard 5890
Series II Plus gas chromatograph with a flame ionization de-
tector and fitted with an HP-7673 autosampler system.
Analysis of ethanol and propanol products was performed on
a Supelco SPB-1 column (60 m length, 0.32 mm ID,
0.25 mm film thickness). A typical temperature program used
for separating the alcohol products was 2508C injector,
3008C detector, 508C oven for 3 min, then 108C/min gradient
to 2008C, 258C/min gradient to 2508C and then 2508C for
3 min.

Results

We constructed mutant libraries of wild-type P450 BM3
heme domain using EP-PCR, SSM, CSSM and two structure-
based computational design algorithms, Corbit and CRAM,
with library compositions listed in Table I. The residues tar-
geted for mutagenesis, A74, L75, V78, A82, F87, L181,
A184, L188, A328 and A330, were selected using the crystal

structure of the P450 BM3 heme domain bound with
N-palmitoyl glycine, PDB:1JPZ (Haines et al., 2001) (see
Fig. 1). These 10 residues were included based on their close
proximity (,4.5 Å) to the bound substrate and were chosen
over adjacent candidates due to favorable side chain orienta-
tion that point directly into the enzyme active site. Six of
these 10 residues (A74, V78, A82, A184, L188 and A328)
were also mutated in P450PMO (Fasan et al., 2008) and thus
were known sites of beneficial mutations for small alkane hy-
droxylation. Site-saturation libraries were constructed at each
of these 10 positions using primers with NNK codon degen-
eracy to determine the range of activities that could be
obtained by single amino acid substitutions.

Three different approaches were used to generate mutant
libraries that explore combinations of mutations at these 10
positions. The CSSM library focused mutations to three resi-
dues, V78, A82 and A328, previously found to be particular-
ly important for shifting P450 BM3’s substrate specificity
toward smaller substrates (Peters et al., 2003). Mutating all
three positions with NNK codon degeneracy would yield a
library of 323 ¼ 32 768 members, which is too large to
screen. To reduce the library to a more manageable size

Fig. 1. The 10 residues targeted for SSM and structure-based computational
library design were chosen based on their proximity to the bound
N-palmitoyl glycine substrate in the 1JPZ structure of P450 BM3 (Haines
et al., 2001). Heme is shown in dark gray, N-palmitoyl glycine is shown in
light gray.

Table I. Targeted residues and allowed amino acids for the semi-rational li-

braries of P450 BM3

Residue CSSM CRAM Corbit

A74 – LW AV
L75 – LF LF
V78 LIVMFAW IF VL
A82 LIVMFAW VL AS
F87 – FA FA
L181 – LW LF
A184 – AV AT
L188 – LW LW
A328 LIVMFAW VF AF
A330 – LW AV
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(73 ¼ 343 members), the allowed amino acids were restricted
to L, I, M, V, F, A and W, following the intuition that intro-
ducing amino acids with large hydrophobic side chains
should reduce active site volume and promote binding of
small hydrophobic substrates. To generate libraries with even
higher levels of mutation, two structure-based computational
design algorithms, Corbit (Hayes et al., 2002) and CRAM,
were used to introduce mutations at all 10 targeted residues
allowing for two possible amino acids at each position (see
Table I). The Corbit algorithm, which was used previously to
alter the green fluorescent protein fluorescence spectrum
(Treynor et al., 2007), models protein stability as a surrogate
for function. Mutations were selected based on the frequency
of their appearance in sequences predicted to maintain the
P450 BM3 substrate-bound conformation in the absence of
substrate. The second approach, which we called CRAM,
was developed with the principal objective of reducing the
P450 BM3 active site volume by incorporating the largest
tolerated amino acid. The amino acid tolerance at each target
position was evaluated as a single amino acid substitution
based on the P450 BM3 substrate-bound conformation
(1JPZ) with the substrate removed. The potential for van der
Waal clashes introduced by each amino acid substitution was
scored using the repulsive van der Waal energy determined
by the Rosetta design software after side-chain optimization
(Rohl et al., 2004). The mutations were selected to maximize
the side chain size of the amino acid substitution while min-
imizing the potential for introducing steric clashes with the
protein backbone and the side chains adjacent to the 10
designed residues. As the CRAM algorithm evaluates muta-
tions based on single amino acid substitutions, it does not
take into account potential van der Waals clashes between
designed mutations. However, we hypothesized that relax-
ation of the protein backbone would relieve the energetic
strain of side chain/side chain clashes in the substrate-
binding pocket.

Library characterization for DME demethylation
and protein folding
Each mutant library was characterized for DME demethyla-
tion and protein folding using high-throughput assays; the
results are summarized in Table II. DME demethylation ac-
tivity was quantified colorimetrically using Purpaldw dye,
which reacts with the formaldehyde product of the P450 re-
action to form a purple adduct with a UV/Vis peak
maximum at 550 nm (Peters et al., 2003). The folded state of

each variant was determined from the CO-binding difference
spectra of the cell-free extract. All libraries were screened
with at least 90% library coverage, with the exception of the
EP-PCR library. The screening of 1408 variants of the
EP-PCR library with an error rate of 2.1 amino acid substitu-
tions/protein, corresponds to sampling 1166 unique
sequences (Programme for estimating diversity in error-prone
PCR libraries (PEDEL); Patrick et al., 2003). A surprisingly
large fraction of the EP-PCR library variants, 36%, was
found to be active on DME, and 52% were folded. In com-
parison, only 8% of variants generated by saturation muta-
genesis at the 10 individual active site residues were
observed to demethylate DME, even though 89% of these
variants were folded. Variants active on DME were found
only in SSM libraries with mutations at V78, A82, A328 and
A330. The high mutational tolerance of these active site
positions is also reflected in the high fraction of folded var-
iants of the CSSM, Corbit and CRAM libraries, which despite
having average amino acid substitution rates of 2.6, 5 and
7.5, contained 91, 84 and 75% folded variants, respectively.
The CSSM library had the largest fraction of variants active
for DME demethylation, 54%, whereas both computationally
designed libraries had 31–34% active variants.

Although all the mutagenesis strategies generated variants
with DME demethylation activity, the activity levels varied
(see Fig. 2). The functional richness of the EP-PCR library
and SSM libraries are similar, with average DME activities
of 0.06 and 0.08 (A550nm) and maximum DME activities of
0.54 and 0.34, respectively. The averages reflect the overall

Fig. 2. Profile of DME demethylation activity for the various libraries.
Activities of individual variants are plotted in descending order. All variants
from the 10 SSM libraries are shown, as are the 1000 most active variants of
the EP-PCR, CSSM, Corbit and CRAM libraries.

Table II. Protein folding and DME demethylation activity of P450 BM3 mutant libraries

Library properties EP-PCR Site saturation libraries CSSM CRAM Corbit

Average V78 A82 A328

,MAA. 2.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 2.6 7.5 5
Library size (number of unique sequences) 1166a 20 20 20 20 343 1024 1024
Fraction of folded variantsb 0.52 0.89 0.90 0.96 0.62 0.94 0.75 0.84
Fraction of active variantsc 0.36 0.10 0.26 0.21 0.36 0.54 0.34 0.31
Average DME activity 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.19
Maximum DME activity 0.52 0.34 0.17 0.21 0.34 0.81 2.6 1.9

,MAA., average mutation level.
aEstimate of the number of unique sequences sampled from 1408 clones of the EP-PCR library made using PEDEL (Patrick et al., 2003).
bFraction of folded variants determined by CO-binding spectroscopy, corrected for stop codon presence.
cFraction of variants active on DME was determined in cell-free extract, corrected for background Purpaldw oxidation.
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low activity of variants in these libraries. In contrast, the var-
iants of the CSSM libraries exhibit DME activities up to
0.81, with an average activity of 0.22, more than twice those
of the EP-PCR and single-site saturation libraries. The Corbit

and CRAM libraries contain variants with even higher DME
activity, with maximum activities of 1.9 and 2.6 A550nm.
However, as the majority of variants in these two libraries
has only mediocre activity, the library averages of 0.19 and
0.33 are similar to the CSSM library average.

Propane and ethane hydroxylation
Top-performing variants were purified and characterized for
propane and ethane hydroxylation activity (see Table III for
a representative sample and supporting information for com-
plete sequence and activity information). From the 10 SSM
libraries, 12 variants were identified that supported propane
TTN from 120 to 2200. Mutations at V78 (T, C, S) and A82
(E, Q) located in the B’ helix yielded variants with moderate
propane activity, 120–370 TTN. More active variants, with
.1000 propane TTN, were obtained with mutations at resi-
dues A328 (I, P, L, V) and A330 (L, P, V), which are
located in the loop between the J and K helices. The best
single active-site variant, A328V, supports 2200 propane
TTN with a product formation rate of 7.1/ min and 8.1%
coupling of cofactor consumption to product formation.
Variants from the EP-PCR library supported 130–3300
propane TTN. The best one, WT-F162L, supports 3300
propane TTN with a product formation rate of 19/min and
15% coupling. The F162L mutation is in the linker between
the E and F helices, outside the active site. Although this
residue was not mutated in P450PMO, several positions in the
adjacent F-helix were mutated, which indicates that this
region is important for substrate specificity.

Nine variants supporting 380–4200 propane TTN were
identified from the CSSM library. Four of the nine contained
mutations at all three targeted residues, the remaining var-
iants had mutations at two residues. V78L was the only mu-
tation found at position 78, whereas more substitutions were
beneficial at A82 (L, W, M and V) and A328 (L, V and F).
The best variant, WT-A82L-A328V, supports 4200 propane
TTN with a product formation rate of 40/min and 44% coup-
ling. In addition, two of the nine propane-active variants,

WT-A82L-A328L and WT-A82L-A328V, also hydroxylated
ethane, with 140 and 200 TTN, respectively. The CRAM
and Corbit libraries, which contained variants with much
higher DME demethylation activity in the initial screen, pro-
duced 37 variants supporting at least 3500 propane TTN; 16
of these hydroxylated ethane with TTN of at least 300. A
significantly higher number of active variants for propane
and ethane hydroxylation was found in the CRAM library,
25 and 13, respectively, compared with the Corbit library,
which produced only 12 propane-hydroxylating variants and
three ethane-hydroxylating variants. The most active CRAM
variant WT-A74W-V78I-A82L-A184V-L188W-A328F-
A330W (E32) supported 16 800 propane TTN and 1200
ethane TTN. The most active Corbit variant WT-A74V-
L181F-A328F (OD2) supported 11 600 propane TTN and 660
ethane TTN. The coupling of co-factor consumption to pro-
panol formation for most of these variants ranged from 36 to
52%, with the best variant, E31, exhibiting 68% coupling.

The 25 propane-hydroxylating CRAM library variants
form a concise data set for sequence analysis. The distribu-
tion of amino acids for all 25 variants, shown in Fig. 3a, dis-
plays strong biases at 7 of the 10 targeted positions.
Tryptophan appears at residue 74 and 188 in .72% of the
sequences. Likewise, strong preferences exist for L at posi-
tions 75 (84%), 82 (76%) and 181 (88%), I at 78 (76%) and
F at 87 (96%). Of the remaining residues, a weaker prefer-
ence exists for W at 330 (68%) and V at 184 (60%), and
nearly equal representations of F and V were observed at
position 328. In most instances, the representation of the less
preferred amino acid decreases with increasing propane hy-
droxylation activity (see Fig. 3c and e). For variants support-
ing ,7500 propane TTN, a higher fraction of the
less-preferred amino acids is found at positions 74, 75, 78,
82 and 188. Proceeding to variants supporting higher
propane TTN, the less-preferred amino acids decrease, cul-
minating in nearly absolute preference for W at position 74,
L at positions 75, 82 and 181, I at position 78 and F at pos-
ition 87 in variants supporting .10 000 propane TTNs.
These results indicate that the screening process was able to
find a narrow section of the total allowed sequence space
containing the best solutions for propane hydroxylation.

The amino acid consensus for ethane-hydroxylating var-
iants of the CRAM library shares many of the same prefer-
ences (see Fig. 3b). The biggest difference occurs at residue
188, where the ethane-hydroxylating variants strongly prefer
tryptophan (92%) and the propane-hydroxylating variants
have a weaker preference for tryptophan (72%). Interestingly,
the sequence consensus of the ethane-hydroxylating variants
most strongly resembles that of propane-hydroxylating var-
iants with intermediate activity, those supporting 7500–
10 000 propane TTN, rather than the most active propane-
hydroxylating variants. This implies that even for similar
substrates such as propane and ethane, the optimal active site
configurations occupy distinct and non-overlapping regions
of sequence space. Therefore, regions of sequence space with
the best correlation of activities are occupied by generalist
enzymes with intermediate activity for both substrates.

Discussion

Variants with DME demethylation and propane hydroxyl-
ation activity were identified through all the mutagenesis

Table III. In vitro small alkane hydroxylation activity of representative

P450 BM3 variants

Variants Library Mutations Propane
TTNa

Couplingb

(%)
Ethane
TTNa

A328V SSM A328V 2300 8.0 0
4F9 EP-PCR F162L 3300 18 0
4E10 CSSM A82L, A328V 4200 44 200
OD2 Corbit A74V, L181F,

A328F
11 600 42 660

E32 CRAM A74W, V78I,
A82L, A184V,
L188W, A328F,
A330W

16 800 36 1200

aTTN determined as nanomole product/nanomole enzyme. Alkane reactions
contained 25–250 nM protein, 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0,
saturated with alkane and an NADPH regeneration system containing
100 mM NADPþ, 2 U/ml isocitrate dehydrogenase and 10 mM isocitrate.
Standard errors are within 15% of average.
bCoupling is the ratio of product formation rate to NADPH consumption rate
(%).
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approaches investigated, with as few as one mutation. The
surprising ease with which these two functions are acquired
contrasts with the results of our early directed evolution
study (Glieder et al., 2002). One major difference between
this study and the previous effort is this study’s use of DME
demethylation as a surrogate for activity on propane directly
on libraries generated from wild-type P450 BM3. In the pre-
vious study, P450 BM3 mutant libraries were initially
screened for activity on para-nitrophenoxy octyl ether, an
octane surrogate, in a circuitous route to obtaining propane-
hydroxylating variants. The large differences in effort and
number of accumulated mutations between these two studies
is another example for the importance of the screen in direc-
ted evolution, reaffirming the first rule of directed evolution:
‘You get what you screen for’ (You and Arnold, 1996).

As a substrate, propane shares many similarities with
hexane, the smallest alkane known to be hydroxylated by
wild-type P450 BM3. They are both hydrophobic with poor
water solubility and possess sub-terminal alkane C–H bonds
of bond strength comparable with P450 BM3’s preferred
fatty acid substrates (99–100 kcal/mol). The only difference
between propane and known P450 BM3 substrates is its
smaller molecular size, which would result in a lower
binding affinity. Poorly bound substrates cannot displace the
distal water ligand to initiate catalysis (Denisov et al., 2005),
which results in weak activation of the P450 catalytic cycle.
For wild-type P450 BM3, propane binding would be the sole
trigger for catalysis, as the enzyme exhibits very low (2/min)
resting state oxidase activity (Kadkhodayan et al., 1995), in-
dicating that substrate-independent activation of the catalytic

cycle occurs rarely. However, P450 BM3 variants can exhibit
much higher resting state oxidase activity, thereby reducing
the requirement of propane binding to induce catalysis. In
fact, variants generated in the P450PMO lineage and many of
the variants found in this study have substrate-free cofactor
consumption rates that are orders of magnitude higher than
the wild-type enzyme. The existence of this alternative
pathway for propane hydroxylation, which can be achieved
without appreciable propane-induced activation of the cata-
lytic cycle (Fasan et al., 2008), could account for the large
number of propane-hydroxylating variants that were
identified.

These targeted mutagenesis libraries also revealed the high
mutational tolerance of the P450 BM3 active site, which
goes against the general observation that mutations in the
core of a protein are on average more destabilizing than
mutations of solvent-exposed residues (Reidhaarolson and
Sauer, 1988). Residues in the P450 BM3 active site may
have an atypical degree of flexibility compared with typical
core residues, as the active site of P450 BM3 undergoes sig-
nificant motion between the ‘closed’ substrate-bound state
and its ‘open’ resting state (Arnold and Ornstein, 1997).
Local backbone flexibility could allow mutations with
greater probability than highly constrained position buried
within a rigid protein. The active site environment between
these two states also differs significantly in terms of solvent
accessibility (Schlichting et al., 2000), which may allow
these residues to tolerate polar or even charged amino acid
substitutions. Finally, many of the P450 BM3 active site resi-
dues that participate in substrate recognition are not directly

Fig. 3. Amino acid distributions at the 10 targeted positions of CRAM library variants that support (a) propane hydroxylation, (b) ethane hydroxylation, (c)
,7500 propane TTN, (d) between 7500 and 10 000 propane TTN and (e) .10 000 propane TTN.
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involved in enzyme catalysis, which also contributes to the
tolerance of these residues for substitution. The malleable
nature of the active site in combination with the capacity to
decouple substrate binding from catalysis could account for
the ease with which P450 BM3 variants are able to acquire
activity for non-native substrates.

In comparing the functional richness between the libraries
generated by the various mutagenesis methods investigated,
it was surprising to find that the EP-PCR library appears to
generate more variants that catalyze DME demethylation
than the combined efforts of the SSM libraries (see Fig. 2).
The functional richness of a random mutagenesis library has
been generally characterized as poor, as the majority of var-
iants with point mutations are expected to exhibit a parent-
like phenotype. Although the number of clones sampled
from these libraries is similar (1408 for EP-PCR vs. 910 for
SSM), the actual genotypic diversity is quite different: 200
unique variants for the SSM libraries vs. 1166 expected
unique variants for the EP-PCR library. This six-fold differ-
ence in the number of sequences sampled could account for
the higher number of DME-demethylating variants identified
in the EP-PCR library. Of the 10 positions that were sub-
jected to SSM, only four of the positions, V78, A82, A328
and A330, yielded variants that were active on DME. A dif-
ferent selection of SSM targets could yield more active var-
iants, but the opposite result is also possible. The ease with
which EP-PCR can generate sequence diversity differentiates
these two approaches. For activities that can be altered by
mutations dispersed across the protein sequence, EP-PCR
will be advantageous compared with SSM.

The CSSM, Corbit and CRAM libraries with higher
average mutation levels generated variants with much higher
levels of DME demethylation activity compared with var-
iants from the SSM and EP-PCR libraries. This is unsurpris-
ing in that a variant with more beneficial mutations is likely
to have greater activity. However, because most mutations
are neutral or deleterious, the fraction of total sequence
space with functional sequences decreases precipitously as a
function of mutational distance. As a consequence, random
mutagenesis at a high mutation rate generally results in li-
braries with lower functional richness due to the exponential
decrease of protein folding/function with mutation
(Drummond et al., 2005). Designed libraries avoid this
problem by targeting mutations to residues that are highly
tolerant to mutation and by favoring amino acid substitutions
that are compatible with the target substrates. Restricting
amino acid substitutions to hydrophobic residues with larger
side chains enriched these libraries for functional variants
compared with the SSM libraries that replaced the targeted
residues with all 19 amino acids. Although the CSSM library
generated the highest fraction of variants active on DME, the
maximum activities lagged behind CRAM and Corbit librar-
ies. This is likely the result of the limited volume reduction
that was accessible to the CSSM library, which only allowed
mutations at three residues compared with the 10 that could
be mutated in the CRAM and Corbit libraries. The Corbit

design was able to generate a library with a higher fraction
of folded variants (84%) compared with the CRAM library
(75%). However, it is difficult to assess the relative success
of the Corbit design at preserving the folded structure as the
mutation level of the Corbit library, 5 mutations/protein, is
2.5 mutations/protein lower than that of the CRAM library.

Although the Corbit library contained more folded variants
than the CRAM library, this advantage was not reflected in
the fraction functional for DME demethylation, which was
similar (31 vs. 34%). The high neutrality of the targeted resi-
dues devalues the need to preserve folding, which was the
core criterion of the Corbit design.

The single mutations at V78, A82, A328 and A330 that
resulted in variants with DME demethylation activity gener-
ally introduced amino acids with bulkier side chains into the
active site, which follows the intuition that reducing active
site volume would promote activity on a smaller substrate.
Because none of the amino acids found in P450PMO (F78,
G82 and F328), were found at these positions, one can con-
clude that they are not beneficial individually. The presence
of proline mutations at A328 and A330 suggests that altering
the orientation of the loop containing these residues can gen-
erate DME activity. Of the seven mutations found using
random mutagenesis, only I260V, located on the I-helix, is
near the active site. Mutations F162L and I153V found in
the more active variants are in the region between the E and
F helices. The remaining mutations, E4D, T235M, D232V
and Q359R, are at surface-exposed residues, which is typical
of mutations found using random mutagenesis (Arnold,
1998), whose effects are difficult to rationalize. Of the muta-
tions identified from the CSSM variants, V78L, A82 (L, W,
M and V) and A328 (L, V and F), only A328F was previous-
ly found with P450PMO. As this mutation was not found to
be beneficial individually, its presence in P450PMO and these
reduced CSSM variants suggests there are synergistic effects
between this residue and neighboring amino acids. The
effect of the V78L mutation on propane TTN also showed a
dependence on the surrounding mutations: when V78L was
introduced to WT-A328L or WT-A82L-A328L, the resulting
variants lost 48% of the parental propane activity (see
Supplementary Table SII). However, when V78L was
mutated in WT-A82W-A328F, the resulting variant had
6-fold improved propane activity. This illustrates the rugged-
ness of active site fitness landscape, in which the effects of
mutations are highly dependent on the identity of neighbor-
ing amino acids.

The most effective libraries for DME demethylation and
propane hydroxylation were the CRAM and Corbit structure-
based computationally designed libraries. These two libraries
globally redesigned the P450 BM3 active site by mutating 10
residues to two possible amino acids. From these libraries,
we obtained variants with propane and ethane activity rival-
ing those achieved by variants of the P450PMO lineage. The
best variant from the CRAM library (E32) supported 16 800
propane TTN and 1200 ethane TTN, which represents nearly
50% of P450PMO’s activity on these substrates. The best
variant from the Corbit library (OD2) supported 11 600
propane TTN and 660 ethane TTN, or 34 and 27% of
P450PMO’s activity on these substrates. As a comparison, the
P450PMO activity levels were obtained after 10–12 rounds of
mutagenesis and screening. Of the 37 variants isolated from
these two designed libraries, all allowed amino acids were
found at least once. The consensus sequence of propane-
hydroxylating CRAM variants, WT-L74W-V78I-A82L-
A184V-L188W-A328F-A330W, is actually the sequence of
the most active variant E32, which suggests that the screen-
ing process was able to find an optimal solution within the
allowed sequence space (210). However, assigning

Comparison of random mutagenesis and semi-rational-designed libraries
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significance to these amino acid preferences in the context of
the total possible sequence space of these 10 residues (1020)
is problematic, as each mutation was compared against only
one other amino acid within a limited set of surrounding
mutations. Of the six positions where the P450PMO residue
was an allowed choice by the library design (75, 78, 87, 181,
184 and 328), five positions converged on that amino acid.
This convergence on P450PMO mutations is not surprising as
the P450PMO active site is a sequence solution for the
screened activities, and it may suggest that the P450PMO

active site sequence is a very accessible solution from wild-
type P450 BM3.

These libraries demonstrate that it is possible to jump
from P450 BM3 to variants with moderate propane hydroxyl-
ation activity (�10 000 TTN). None of the variants,
however, reached the level of specialization that was previ-
ously obtained with P450PMO, in either propane TTN or
coupling of cofactor consumption. In the evolution of P450
BM3 to P450PMO, the specialization for propane hydroxyl-
ation did not occur evenly through the 16 rounds of mutagen-
esis. In fact, the variants of the lineage can be categorized
into three groups by their substrate specificity for linear
alkanes as (i) preferring longer chain alkanes, (ii) having
equal preference for chain lengths C3–C10 and (iii) prefer-
ring shorter chains the length of propane (Fasan et al., 2008).
These three groups of variants represent a transition from a
specialized fatty acid hydroxylase to generalist P450s with
broad alkane substrate acceptance followed by a second tran-
sition to a specialized propane monooxygenase. This last
transition occurs in the final four rounds of mutagenesis
where the largest improvements in cofactor coupling (44–
93%) and propane TTN (10 550–33 400) occurred. In add-
ition, mutations acquired in these final rounds of mutagenesis
appeared in the reductase domain as well as in the heme
domain. This suggests that mutations outside the active site
or even the heme domain may be necessary for functional
optimization. The ranges of propane TTN (3500–16 800)
and coupling of cofactor consumption (36–68%) for variants
in the designed libraries are those of the generalist intermedi-
ates found preceding the propane specialization phase of the
P450PMO evolution. This suggests that semi-rational library
design can be an effective strategy to move toward generalist
enzymes, but that functional specialization still requires opti-
mization through several rounds of random mutagenesis and
screening.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available at PEDS online.
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